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Abstract

High-resolution display bandwidth requirements often now exceed the capac-

ity of display link channels necessitating compression. The goal of visually

lossless compression codecs such as VESA DSC 1.2 is that viewers perceive no

difference between the compressed and uncompressed images, maintaining

long-standing expectations of a lossless display link. Such low impairment per-

formance is difficult to validate as artifacts are at or below sensory threshold.

We have developed a 3D version of the ISO/IEC 29170-2 flicker paradigm and

used it to compare the effects of image compression in flat images presented in

the plane of the screen (2D) to compression in flat images with a disparity off-

set from the screen (3D). We hypothesized that differences in the location and

size of the compression errors between the disparate images in the 3D case

would affect their visibility. The results showed that artifacts were often less

visible in 3D compared to 2D viewing. These findings have practical applica-

tions with respect to codec performance targets and algorithm development for

3D movie, animation, and virtual reality content. In particular, higher

compression should be attainable in stereoscopic compared to equivalent 2D

images because of increased tolerance to artifacts that are binocularly

unmatched or have disparity relative to the screen.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Ultra high-resolution stereoscopic displays in virtual real-
ity (VR) and augmented reality (AR) are increasing in
availability and popularity. With the increase in resolu-
tion, bandwidth demands for the video data interfaces
increase significantly. Historically, video sources have
transmitted uncompressed pixels to displays through the
digital interfaces. But the bandwidth of such interfaces
has not increased at the same rate as the growth in pixel
bandwidth. So maintaining a high data rate across the

interfaces requires more power, more wires, and more
shielding to prevent electromagnetic interference.1 These
requirements increase device weight, hardware cost, and
complexity and are sometimes economically infeasible
with current technology.2 Bandwidth can be greatly
reduced using existing algorithms such as H.264
Intra-only, Motion JPEG 2000,3 and Dirac/VC-2,4 but
these algorithms cannot provide visually lossless quality
with modest hardware complexity, in real time, and
with the low latency expected of a display link.1 To
cope with these problems, the industry has developed
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lightweight, very low impairment compression tech-
niques to reduce bandwidth requirements without
impacting image quality or incurring significant latency.
For example, JPEG XS2,5 is a lightweight image compres-
sion algorithm which provides low latency for targeting
production, internet protocol, and ethernet applications,
but it may not deal well with specific types of content, for
example, subpixel rendered text.1 The Video Electronics
Standards Association (VESA) introduced a standard for
visually lossless, low cost, and interoperable image/video
compression designed to work in the display link known
as Display Stream Compression (DSC)6 and subsequently
published another technique referred to as VESA Display
Compression-M (VDC-M).7

In general, all practical image compression tech-
niques are lossy, in the mathematical sense of being
irreversible and thus losing information. In contrast to
mathematically lossless coded images, visually lossless
coded images or image sequences should be perceptually
indistinguishable from the original under the same
viewing conditions and for the same spatial area.8

However, even in the case of algorithms which aim to be
visually lossless, there may occasionally be some visible
differences between the original and compressed images.
These differences are undesirable and distracting and
may affect the subjective quality of image content.
Objective and subjective measures for image assessment
have been developed mostly in the context of 2D
(two-dimensional) images and video.9 In a stereoscopic
three-dimensional (S3D) display images are presented
separately to the left and right eye; users perceive depth
when the images are viewed simultaneously.10 These
image pairs are captured from slightly different vantage
points; therefore, they are not identical but contain slight
offsets or disparities that are used by the visual system to
interpret the relative separation of objects and points in
the scene. This aspect of S3D image pairs means that cod-
ing artifacts can be common in the two images (matched
artifacts) or differ qualitatively and quantitatively
(unmatched artifacts). The visibility of matched and
unmatched artifacts depends on how the human visual
system combines and reconstructs the 3D scene from the
separate images. The objectives of the present study were
to

• Develop and test a novel technique for assessing
visually lossless S3D compression. We modified a stan-
dard subjective image quality assessment technique
designed to verify visually lossless coding performance
(ISO/IEC 29170-2) for S3D display. Using this method,
we perform a subjective assessment of a state-of-the-
art visually lossless codec, DSC 1.2, in S3D with naïve
viewers.

• Compare the visibility of compression artifacts from
DSC 1.2 for 2D viewing versus S3D viewing with flat
images.

• Compare the visibility of compression artifacts under
matched (when they are the same in both views)
versus unmatched (when they differ) conditions.

We have previously presented an abbreviated descrip-
tion and preliminary results for the S3D assessment tech-
nique11 and here extend this to describe the approach in
detail and consider the effects of disparity and similarity
of artifacts in the two eyes (same or different) separately.

2 | BACKGROUND

Objective image quality metrics can be used to help
identify compression artifacts (e.g., flickering, aliasing,
color quantization [degradation of color quality], color
banding, and block boundary artifacts). Such metrics are
useful for detecting issues during the development of a
codec and for real-time or offline automated quality
assessment. These techniques have generally been
designed to quantify the expected degradation of an
image relative to a reference (or with respect to
expected/natural image statistics for no-reference
techniques).12–14 Often, objective methods are based on
models of human visual sensitivity and have been vali-
dated against subjective quality ratings to perceptually
scale the impact of visible image imperfections. However,
they are not intended to assess the detectability of barely
visible image artifacts in complex images.15 Given that
there is no perfect model of human vision16 and people
vary in their sensitivity under these conditions, subjec-
tive assessment is essential. The results of subjective
image quality assessment, especially at visibility thresh-
old, may be affected by a wide range of parameters such
as measurement scale, industrial versus academic assess-
ment setting, psychometric function assumed, and the
subject's task. Brunnström et al.17 identified three param-
eters that could affect subjective testing: display, signal
(test image), and viewing distance/angle. They per-
formed an experiment to determine the effects of type of
display on detection threshold at the same EOTFs
(Electrical to Optical Transfer Functions) and viewing
conditions. They found that contrast detection thresholds
differed reliably for the two images from the Categorical
Subjective Image Quality (CSIQ) masking database18 that
they used, but that display type only had a significant
impact for one of the three subjects.

Hoffman and Stolitzka15 introduced a new subjective
method for assessing whether a compressed image
was visually lossless that was subsequently adopted as
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ISO/IEC international standard 29170-2.8 The procedure
was based on a two-alternative forced choice detection
task often used to estimate sensory detection thresholds.
In a large-scale study, Allison et al.19 used this standard
to conduct a subjective evaluation of DSC 1.2 for 2D
Standard Dynamic Range (SDR) images at different levels
of compression, different chroma subsampling, and
different slice sizes. They implemented two different
protocols described in the ISO/IEC 29170-28 standard:
Flicker and Panning. The only difference between the
two protocols was that in the flicker protocol the test
image sequence consisted of the compressed image
alternating with the uncompressed image, whereas in the
panning protocol the images were moved diagonally, and
the test sequence was compressed whereas the reference
sequence was not. The user's task was to identify which
image looked worse or had flicker or artifacts. They
found that DSC 1.2 showed visually lossless performance
for RGB and YUV subsampled sources at target levels of
compression (down to 8 bit per pixel [bpp]) although
some challenging images were not visually lossless.19

Their study also showed that in most cases, for moving
content in the panning protocol, viewers were less
sensitive to compression artifacts relative to the flicker
protocol. This sensitivity could be due to motion silencing
(failure to detect a change in image properties due to the
presence of coherent motion).20 Choi et al.21 demon-
strated a strong motion silencing effect in subjective tests
of detection of flicker distortion in naturalistic videos.
They found that the speed of object motion affected
the visibility of flicker distortion. For objects with
fast motion, subjects perceived less flicker distortion
despite attending to and tracking the moving object.
Motion silencing becomes more apparent in poor quality
video.21

Most of the previous empirical and theoretical evalua-
tion of image compression assessment has been per-
formed using 2D images or video presented on 2D
displays. S3D image compression introduces additional
considerations including the impact of artifacts on depth
perception and the effects of matching of the compres-
sion artifacts in the two eyes. Chen et al.22,23 studied
human detection of local distortion in S3D images. They
assessed perception of distortion by varying severity and
type of distortion for low-level image content to deter-
mine the effects of masking on S3D images. They found
that in S3D-images, image contrast was significantly
correlated with the visibility of blur, JPEG, and JP2K
artifacts, whereas range energy (range of depths in the
captured scene) was correlated with the visibility of blur
and JP2K artifacts. For blur and JP2K distortions, regions
with higher contrast or range energy were susceptible to
more visible artifacts. On the other hand, contrast and

range variation did not have significant effects on white
noise visibility (p > 0.05). Although these authors
(among others24–26) have assessed binocular effects of
noticeable image distortion, it is not clear if the results
apply to near visually lossless compression where
artifacts appear near their detection threshold. In this
experiment, we compressed images using a codec
targeting visually lossless compression and determined
whether near-threshold binocular or dichoptic artifacts
are suppressed or enhanced by S3D presentation.

3 | RATIONALE AND AIMS

Although objective and subjective measures for S3D
image assessment have been developed,27–30 to our
knowledge no techniques for assessment of visually loss-
less S3D images (i.e., at or below detection threshold)
have been developed or assessed. We have presented pre-
liminary results for S3D images using our modified
flicker paradigm11; here we formally describe, assess and
implement this novel protocol for subjective assessment
of visually lossless quality of S3D images. Under con-
trolled conditions, we apply this protocol to the assess-
ment of a state-of-the-art codec targeting visually lossless
compression (DSC 1.2 with 3:1 compression). Although
this protocol can be used to assess quality in any type of
S3D imagery, in this study, disparity was deliberately
limited to isolate the effects of offset from the screen
(disparity pedestal) and binocularly unmatched noise
rather than to study the effects of depth variations in the
scene. To do so, we used 2D reference images to derive
the left and right test images and assessed the effects of
(1) disparity of the images relative to the screen and
(2) the matching of the compression errors in the left and
right images. The use of 2D images with a disparity offset
(flat stereoscopic 3D images) allowed us to isolate the
effects of disparity. That is, we can measure the effects of
displaying the images with a constant disparity with
respect to the screen (a disparity pedestal) without the
complications of variation in disparity within the image
as would be present in true S3D images. Further, the use
of 2D images also allowed us to assess the effects of
compression artifacts when they were identical in the
two eyes' images compared to when they differed. By
using identical 2D test images in the left and right eyes,
the image compression in the two half images could be
matched perfectly. Alternatively, by offsetting the images
before compression, different compression errors could
be introduced in the left and right images. Thus, in a
controlled fashion we evaluated the impact of these two
important factors (disparity and compression matching)
on achieving truly visually lossless S3D compression.
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4 | METHODS

4.1 | Observers

Sixteen subjects were recruited, but after visual screening
four were excluded (two for poor stereoscopic vision and
two for poor visual acuity [see visual screening criteria
below]), and one subject was excluded for failing to
detect flicker in catch trials. Among the remaining 11
subjects (18 to 29 years), 8 were female and 3 were male.
All the participants were compensated for their time
either financially or through course credit. All observers
gave informed consent and the protocol was approved by
the York University research ethics board.

4.2 | Apparatus

The apparatus consisted of two HP Dreamcolor Z24x
monitors arranged in a mirror stereoscope configuration
(Figure 1), mirrors were placed at 90� to each other, ±45�

angle to the participants' face (frontal plane). The screen
size was 51.5 cm (59.6�) × 32.5 cm (39.7�), the pixel
resolution was 1920 × 1200 at 60 Hz. The monitors were
carefully matched for color and luminance (maximum
119 cd/m2 and minimum 0.14 cd/m2). The viewing
distance was 45 cm (30 pixels per degree) and partici-
pants used a gamepad (Microsoft SideWinder Plug and
Play Game Pad) to make their responses.

Prior to testing, the Snellen Chart, Randot stereo test
(2015 Stereo Optical Company, Inc.) and Ishihara test
(Kanehara Trading Inc., 24 plate edition, 2005) were used
to measure visual acuity, stereoacuity, and color vision,
respectively. For inclusion, participants had to correctly
identify all the color test plates, discriminate disparity of
at least 40 seconds of arc, and have 20/20 corrected
vision. The Psychotoolbox Package with MATLAB

R2016a were used to develop the script to display the
stimuli and to record participants' responses.

4.3 | Stimuli

Twelve 2D images (see thumbnails in Figure 2) were used
for this experiment. Images were selected so that they
contained a variety of content including: animals, text,
people, noise, and computer graphics. For all images a
200 × 300 pixel crop location was chosen to constrain
observers' attention to the region of interest.

DSC 1.2 compression was applied to full-size images
which were then cropped. The original images were
24-bit full-color standard dynamic range RGB images
(8 bits per pixel per color channel—bpc, 24 bit per
pixel—bpp) that were compressed 3:1 using DSC 1.2
(slices per line = 1) to produce 8 bpp images. For
display, these images were decompressed to produce
24-bit RGB images containing any artifacts introduced
by the compression step. We only used a single
compression level as the main comparisons were between
similarly compressed image pairs (i) with or without a
disparity pedestal and (ii) matched or unmatched
compression artifacts. These images were chosen to chal-
lenge the compression codec at the target level of com-
pression and as a result codec effectiveness varied across
the images.

4.4 | Task

The ISO/IEC 29170-2 (Annex B)8 flicker procedure
(Figure 3) was modified for using with stereoscopic dis-
plays. In the stereoscopic version of the flicker test, both
the test and reference stimuli are stereoscopic image pairs
consisting of a left and right half-image that form a
stereoscopic image when combined by the brain when
viewed in the stereoscopic display. The test sequence con-
sisted of the compressed stereoscopic image temporally
interleaved (alternating) with the uncompressed version
at a fixed frequency. In the reference sequence, the
uncompressed S3D image alternated with itself.
When the images were interleaved, the uncompressed–
uncompressed reference sequence appeared as static,
whereas, if artifacts were present, the compressed-
uncompressed test sequence could contain regions of
flicker due to the temporal sensitivity of the human
visual system. Figure 3 shows an illustration of the 3D
flicker test protocol. The flicker rate was 5 Hz (100 ms for
presentation of each phase), as recommended in the
ISO/IEC 29170-2 protocol. Participants saw the test and
reference sequences side by side; on each two-alternativeFIGURE 1 Test station
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forced-choice trial the participant was asked to identify
the compressed image (i.e., which image sequence con-
tained flicker). As specified in the ISO/IEC protocol,
catch trials were introduced using easily detectable con-
trol images. These control images were highly distorted
using the JPEG 2000 codec with compression quality 10.
Participants' data were only included in the final analysis
if they detected the control images on more than 95% of
the trials.

4.5 | Design

The study employed a 2 × 2 within-subjects design.
There were two independent variables each with two
levels: Depth of images (no disparity, disparity) and

Compression (same, different). The difference in image
compression was produced by shifting the image loca-
tion prior to DSC compression. Even when the identi-
cal codec and compression levels are applied, the
lateral shift produces small stochastic difference
between compressed images. The dependent variable
was the detection rate of the compressed image
(average proportion of correct detections). Each of the
12 images in each condition was presented 20 times
resulting in 240 trials per condition (1200 trials for five
conditions) and each catch trial image was presented
20 times in each session resulting in 120 catch trials
per session (total 240 catch trials in 2 sessions). The
total number of trials per observer was 1440
including the catch trials and viewing time for each
trial was 4 s.

FIGURE 2 Thumbnails of the 12 test

images
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4.6 | Display conditions

The stimuli were compressed and viewed under four
display conditions:

1. Disparity, with the same compression in the left and
right images.

2. Disparity, with different compression in the left and
right images.

3. No disparity, with same compression in the left eye
and right eye image with both images corresponding to
a. the left half image from condition 2.
b. the right half image from condition 2.

4. No disparity, with different compression in the left
and right images.

All conditions were dichoptic and condition 2 cor-
responded to the compression typically used when dis-
playing S3D. As outlined previously, we used a selected
(i.e., cropped) portion of the image instead of a full
image. The disparity used for conditions 1 and 2 was
10 pixels (1/3� visual angle). Therefore, to prepare test
images with disparity we introduced a 5-pixel horizontal

shift in opposite directions in each of the 2D images for a
total of 10 pixels offset. This shift was applied either after
or before image compression to create the same com-
pression and different compression cases, respectively.
Figure 4 presents the image processing steps for each
condition. Introducing the image shift prior to compres-
sion (condition 2) caused the images to differ and
produced small stochastic variations in the compressed
images even at the same compression levels.

For condition 1, shifting was performed after com-
pression to ensure the compression was the same in both
eyes' images. The full-size compressed image was cropped
for the left eye image. Then, to introduce disparity into
the stereoscopic pair presented on the displays, the full
compressed image was shifted (but the crop position was
not shifted) to produce the right eye image. To produce
the reference (i.e., uncompressed) image pair for condi-
tion 1, the original image was cropped to produce the left
eye image and then to produce the right eye image, the
original image was shifted and cropped in the same posi-
tion as for the left eye image. For condition 2, the original
image was compressed and cropped to produce left eye
image; for the right eye image, the original image was

FIGURE 3 Illustration of the 3D flicker

protocol. (A) The upper part depicts the

temporal image sequence. One half of each of

the left and right eye display consisted of the

reference image alternated with the test image

(indicated by the bold outline). This test image

is shown on the left in this example but was

randomly presented on either the left or the

right side of the combined S3D display. The

other half of each eye's display consisted of the

reference image alternating with itself and so

appeared as a static presentation of the

reference image. The bottom left and right

sides of (A) show a representation of the view

presented to the left and right eyes, respectively

(if fused by crossing the eyes, the images will

appear displaced in depth behind the reference

frame). (B) In the disparity conditions the

images would appear in stereoscopic depth

behind the screen when the two eyes' images

were combined
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shifted before compression, the image was compressed
and after compression the image was cropped in the same
position as used for left eye image. Thus, the displayed

image pair has disparity and different compression in the
two eyes. To prepare the reference image pair for condi-
tion 2, the original image was cropped to produce the left
eye image and the right eye image was prepared by
shifting original image and then cropping in the
same position as for left eye image (the procedure
and thus the reference produced was identical to that
in condition 1). For condition 3 either the left (com-
pressed and cropped) or right (compressed and cropped)
image was displayed to both eyes so the displayed image
had no disparity and the same compression to both eyes.
Here, the compressed left image was obtained by
cropping the original image after compression and the
reference left image was obtained by cropping the origi-
nal image without compression. To create the right eye
reference image, the original image was cropped after
shifting 10 pixels horizontally.

To obtain the compressed right image, the original
image was shifted 10 pixels, then compressed and
cropped. Both the compressed left and compressed right
images were used in case there was a possible difference
in artifact visibility in the two cases due to the image
shifting. For condition 4, the original image was com-
pressed and cropped to give the left eye test image; then
for the right eye test image the original was shifted and
then compressed so images had different compression
but the crop region was shifted by the same amount as
the image shift, resulting in zero disparity. The left eye
and right eye images for the reference pair were the same
image, which was produced by cropping the original
image before compression at the same location. To show
the impact of compression on the images in condition
4, in Table 1 we provide the PSNR between left eye and
right eye image and between compressed versus refer-
ence image.

4.7 | Procedure

The experiment was performed by each participant in
two 60-min sessions over two separate days. To limit
viewer fatigue, each session was divided into 5–6 min
blocks between which participants could take rest
breaks.* After arrival, participants were briefed about the
goals of the research and informed consent was
requested. They were then screened using the three
vision tests and age and gender were recorded. Before
starting the experiment, verbal instructions were given to
each participant and they participated in a brief practice
session with two control images (two trials per image).
Following practice, the main experiment was started. The
task was to detect the flickered image in each trial.
Observers could respond at any time during the 4-s trial

FIGURE 4 Illustration of the four dichoptic viewing

conditions. The solid black outline represents the original image.

Crop regions are shown as smaller rectangles. Dashed rectangles

indicate position of original image following shifting either

preceded by (blue) or followed by (red) compression. In the first

three panels the crop region is not shifted, in the bottom panel the

crop region is shifted along with the original
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and feedback (a tone) was provided when they failed to
select the target image (i.e., the compressed image). If
they did not respond within 4 s, a blank screen appeared
with text asking the participant to provide their response.

5 | RESULTS

The primary hypothesis is that the sensitivity to compres-
sion artifacts would differ between conditions with and
without disparity, that is, where the stimulus appeared at
the screen plane (Hypothesis 1). The second main hypoth-
esis was that sensitivity to compression artifacts would dif-
fer when the compression was matched (same) versus
unmatched (different) in the two eyes (Hypothesis 2).

To test the two hypotheses, the flicker paradigm data
was fitted using a Generalized Linear Mixed Model
(GLMM)32 following the approach described by Cutone
et al.33 for the analysis of 2D image quality assessment
data. GLMM analysis was performed using the R statisti-
cal software environment (R Core Team 2017) and maxi-
mum likelihood estimation was used for fitting data
using lme4's “glmer.” Before fitting GLMM, control data
were excluded because these are unrelated to the experi-
mental hypotheses and including control data can cause
convergence failure as the correct response proportions
were typically 1.0 for control data. To assess the effects of
depth, compression, and their possible interaction with
artifact visibility the following model was used:

correct� depth * compression+ 1jsubjectð Þ+ 1jrefð Þ ð1Þ

The model is expressed using Wilkinson and Rogers34

notation in which the measured response variable is on
the left-hand side of the “�” operator and the right-hand
side describes the model in terms of the predictor vari-
ables or factors. For the above formula, the model treats
depth and compression as fixed effects. Both subject ID
and image were modeled as random factors which is indi-
cated by the grouping notation (one subject) which
indicates that a random intercept model is used for the
within subject variable. The error distribution of
the response variable was modeled as binomial as the
response was dichotomous (left or right). The ANOVA
for the above formula is in Table 2.

The result of GLMM analysis showed that, across all
subjects and images, (1) the main effect of depth,
compression and (2) the interaction of depth and com-
pression on the perception of compression artifacts were
significant. On average, artifacts are less visible when
compression is the different in the two eyes than for the
same compression (Figure 5) but this is particularly true
for images with disparity which explains the interaction.
It's important to understand the nature of this interaction

TABLE 1 PSNR between left eye versus eye image, and compressed versus uncompressed image

Images
Compressed L versus reference
L of condition 4

Compressed R versus reference
R of condition 4

Compressed L versus
compressed R of condition 4

Barbara 42.7223 42.824 40.55176

CircularPattern26 34.25251 34.24961 31.61995

Clipboard 36.72344 36.57763 34.20463

FemaleHorseFly 35.83467 35.87543 33.38604

HintergroundMusic 34.96581 35.06939 32.48409

Landscape102 31.49795 31.54009 29.06393

Mandrill 33.92622 33.89638 31.36713

MosaicBroadcom 34.76721 34.79389 32.23884

MysticMountain 40.73737 40.74989 38.32638

Noise 25.92884 25.97993 24.10274

Peacock 38.11989 38.14685 35.7263

Tools 31.60354 31.61182 29.17022

TABLE 2 Interaction between depth and compression

χ2 DF Pr(>χ2)

(Intercept) 10.8171 1 0.001 **

Depth 16.6773 1 4.4e-05 ***

Compression 14.7820 1 0.0001***

Depth:compression 6.4069 1 0.01 *

Note: variables: 2 depth conditions (disparity, no disparity), 2 compression
conditions (same, different), 11 subjects, and 12 reference images.

***p < 0.001. **p < 0.01. *p < 0.05.
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before addressing our main hypotheses. To do so, we
explored the interaction effect for each image and found
that it was limited to two specific images of the 12 tested,
Mandrill and Peacock. For these two images only, the
depth-compression interaction had a significant effect on
artifact perception. Thus, while we need to be mindful of
this interaction during the hypothesis testing because it is
isolated to a small subset of the images, we can consider
our main hypotheses.

To test Hypothesis 1, a series of planned comparisons
was performed between the proportion correct for the
no-disparity and disparity conditions for each image
(marginal means across compression level).

This analysis was based on tests of linear contrasts
estimating the difference between no-disparity and
disparity predictions for each image using the
lsmeans package in R to obtain the least square mean
predictions. The two-sided pairwise comparisons
corresponding to Hypothesis 1 are visualized in
Figure 6. False Detection Rate (FDR) p value correction
was applied for the tests of these hypotheses at a signifi-
cance level of 0.05. From Figure 6 we can see that,
among the five images with significant differences
(CircularPattern26, Clipboard, Landscape102, Mandrill,
Tools), artifacts were more visible in the no-disparity
condition than in the Disparity Condition for all images
except Clipboard. Thus, for these images overall DSC
1.2 was more visually lossless in the disparity condition
than the no-disparity condition.

To test Hypothesis 2, we compared different compres-
sion versus same compression conditions. Figure 7 shows
that there was a significant difference between Different
and Same Compression with DSC 1.2 for Clipboard,
FemaleHorseFly, Landscape 102, MosaicBroadcom, Noise
and Tools. Except for Clipboard, in all cases artifacts were
less visible with different compression than with same
compression.

6 | DISCUSSION

In this experiment, we assessed the effects of (1) disparity
of the images relative to the screen and (2) the similarity
of the compression errors in the left and right images on
artifact detection. Generally, we found that when there
was a difference in the visibility of compression artifacts
they were less apparent in (1) 2D images presented
with a disparity (“disparity” condition, offset from the
screen) than in 2D images presented at the screen plane
(“no-disparity” condition) and (2) when the compression
errors in the two eyes differed compared to when they
matched. The effect of similarity seen here is consistent
with the conclusions of Chen et al.22 who reported that
the conspicuity of many image artifacts increased with
range energy which produces increasing differences
between the images. However, we also found that increas-
ing disparity with a depth pedestal decreased the likeli-
hood that the compressed image would be detected,
despite increasing the range of depths. Thus it appears
that the differences between images and particularly dif-
ferences in compression artifacts, rather than stereoscopic
depth, underlies the range effects reported in Chen et al.22

The images used here, and their specific crop regions, were
previously used for extensive 2D testing of the DSC
protocol.19 Our 2D test results are consistent with those
reported by Allison et al.19 thus confirming the generaliz-
ability of the results. In this paper we evaluated subjective
performance; the interested reader can refer to other
works15,35,36 for comparison of objective metrics responses
to subjective responses for these images under 2D viewing.

6.1 | Effects of a disparity pedestal

The use of 2D images offset in depth allowed us to assess
the effects of displaying the images with a constant dis-
parity with respect to the screen (a disparity pedestal)
without the complications of variation in disparity within
the image as would be present in true S3D images† as
assessed in our preliminary study.10,37 In the current
experiment, with one exception, for images where the
disparity and no-disparity performance of the codec

FIGURE 5 Results are shown here for different compression

versus same compression for disparity and no-disparity conditions

averaged across observers and images. Error bars represent ±1

standard error of the mean (SEM)
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differed, the artifacts were more visible when the images
were presented at the screen plane (no-disparity condi-
tion) than with a disparity offset (Disparity Condition).
This disparity pedestal effect cannot be due to stereo-
scopic factors such as spurious disparity or monocular
features, distortion, rivalry and so on as the images in the
two eyes were identical in the same compression case,
except for an offset. Many perceptual judgments are most
precise when the stimulus is foveated by both eyes and
performance degrades with a disparity pedestal or
fixation disparity.38,39 However, this is unlikely to be the
explanation for the pedestal effect in this experiment as
the subject's fixation was not controlled and given the
long viewing time, there was ample opportunity to con-
verge on the stimulus during testing.

Stereoscopically, the no-disparity condition images
were presented at the plane of the display, whereas the
Disparity Condition images were behind the screen
plane. However, in both conditions optimal focus of the
eyes was at the screen distance. In the natural environ-
ment, vergence and accommodation are coupled, there-
fore when converging at a further distance the viewer
should also accommodate at the further distance. If con-
verging on the disparate stimulus caused the observer's
accommodation to shift away from the screen plane,40

there would be more defocus blur in the image with a
disparity pedestal than in the images presented on the
screen plane.41,42 However, the depth offset used in this
experiment was modest and the predicted blur if the
eyes focused on the far target would only be about

FIGURE 6 Average proportion correct for

each image for the disparity versus no-

disparity conditions (data for same and

different compression are collapsed). Error

bars represents ±1 SE (significance:

★ ★ ★p < 0.001; ★★p < 0.01; ★p < 0.05)
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0.1 D, within the normal depth of field of the eye,43 so
any blur effect would be small and likely below detec-
tion threshold. A modest mismatch between vergence
and accommodation could also increase the difficulty of
fusing S3D images and potentially introduce errors in
fixation, or fixation disparity.44 This might also have
reduced the users' ability to detect artifacts in disparate
images compared to the same images presented at the
screen depth.

6.2 | Effects of matched compression

The use of 2D source images also allowed us to assess the
effects of the matching of compression artifacts. We

anticipated that artifacts would be more detectable in the
same compression condition as binocular summation
would accentuate artifacts that were common in both
eyes. Due to binocular summation the detection thresh-
old for a stimulus is lower with two eyes than one eye.45

Visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, flicker perception, and
brightness perception46 can be improved by binocular
summation. Consistent with predictions of binocular
summation, generally, DSC 1.2 was more visually
lossless when unmatched compression was applied to
the two eye's images compared to when matched
compression was applied. An alternative explanation is
that dichoptic masking could underlie the reduced per-
ception of artifacts in the different compression condi-
tion. Dichoptic masking occurs when the two eyes view

FIGURE 7 Average proportion correct

for each image for the different (unmatched)

compression versus same (matched)

compression conditions (data for disparity

and no disparity are collapsed). Error bars

represent ±1 SE (significance:

★★★ p < 0.001; ★★p < 0.01; ★p < 0.05)
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different but similar images47; the detection of a test stim-
ulus in one eye is reduced by a “mask” stimulus in the
other eye.

Although this increased sensitivity to matched com-
pared to unmatched artifacts was the general finding, for
two specific images among the 12 images, Mandrill and
Peacock, the depth-compression interaction had a signif-
icant effect on artifact perception. For both images,
artifacts were more visible with same compression than
different compression when the images had disparity
(consistent with our general findings) but in the
no-disparity condition artifacts were more visible with
different compression. The zero-disparity same compres-
sion case consisted of two sub-conditions, one where the
compressed image corresponded to the left image of the
zero-disparity different compression case (condition 3a)
and the other corresponded to the right image of the
zero-disparity different compression case (condition 3b).
In most cases the performance on these two cases was
very similar but for the Mandrill and Peacock images the
artifacts were noticeably more visible in the left image.
The Mandrill and Peacock images both contained very
fine texture a factor that may be responsible for the
significant differences in artifact detection in conditions
3a and 3b.

Figures 8 and 9 highlight the locations in the images
(with disparity) where the difference between different
compression and same compression were visible. These
figures were obtained using S-CIELAB48 to estimate the
locations of artifacts in both the left and right compressed
images. This produced two errorImages (difference

between compressed and reference images) calculated in
CIELAB delta E units which were thresholded to high-
light errors that are 4 delta E units or larger.

To produce Figures 8 and 9, these error images were
combined as separate color channels to highlight
differences in the location of artifacts. Because these
images have disparity, the common artifacts in the
left and right images appear twice, with an offset
corresponding to the disparity (so all artifacts are repeated
except at the edges in the same compression case). We can
see that in the different compression case that for the indi-
cated locations (enclosed in boxes on the errorImages
(Figures 8A,B and 9A,B) and shown by arrows on the
source image (Figures 8C and 9C)) the artifacts are not
repeated or are attenuated in one copy indicating more
artifacts (noise) in one image than in the other. For these
two images the artifacts are more apparent in the left than
the right eye consistent with the difference in detection of
these artifacts in conditions 3a and 3b.

6.3 | Possibly enhanced stereoscopic
artifacts

In the results described above the general pattern is for
disparity to reduce the detectability of artifacts, only in
the Clipboard image did we see a different outcome. In
this case, artifacts were more perceptible for different
compression than same compression and more visible in
the disparity pedestal condition than in the no-disparity
condition.

FIGURE 8 Spatial distribution of the compression errors between left and right images for Mandrill with (A) different compression

versus (B) same compression, both for the disparity condition. The error images were estimated using S-CIELAB and thresholded to show

locations with ΔEs ≥ 4 (red indicates error in left eye, and cyan indicates error in right eye). The boxes indicate locations where artifacts in

one image are not repeated or are attenuated in the other. (C) The original Mandrill image (left eye) with arrows indicating approximate

locations of the boxes in the error images. See text for details
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The compression noise generated in the two eyes'
images of Clipboard may be uncorrelated which could
make the artifacts more apparent in the disparity condi-
tion compared to the no-disparity condition. Figure 10
shows differences in compression artifacts between the
left and right Clipboard images for the case where the
images are in correspondence (with zero disparity). Thus,
in the same compression case when the left and right
thresholded error images are combined, all the artifacts
appear as white (Figure 10B) because the images are

identical and thus both eye's errors are in the same loca-
tion. In contrast, for the different compression case there
are numerous artifacts that appear in one eye but not the
other (Figure 10A).

Note that the artifact detection rate for Clipboard is
near chance. Similarly, several of the images that showed
non-significant effects of disparity or compression type
had performance near chance (Barbara, CircularPattern
and HintergroundMusik). Conversely, performance for
Noise was near ceiling. Caution should be taken when

FIGURE 9 Spatial distribution of the compression errors between left and right images for Peacock with (A) different compression

versus (B) same compression, both for the disparity condition. The error images were estimated using S-CIELAB and thresholded to show

locations with ΔEs ≥ 4 (red indicates error in left eye, and cyan indicates error in right eye). The boxes indicate locations where artifacts in

one image are not repeated or are attenuated in the other. (C) The original Peacock image (left eye) with arrows indicating approximate

locations of the boxes in the error images. See text for details

FIGURE 10 Spatial distribution of the compression errors between left and right images for Clipboard, with (A) different compression

versus (B) same compression, both for the no-disparity condition. The error images were estimated using S-CIELAB and thresholded to

show locations with ΔEs ≥ 4 (red indicates error in left eye, and cyan indicates error in right eye; white areas have errors in the same

position in both images). (C) the original clipboard image (left eye). See text for details
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making comparisons between conditions for such cases
because of the low statistical power.49,50

The compression error images show locations where
the artifacts do not match in the two images (shown as
red or cyan, matching error appears white). It can be
seen that there are significant regions where the
artifacts do not match in the two eyes. The most
obvious difference between Clipboard and other images
is that Clipboard contains text (Figure 2). However,
there appears to be little compression noise near the
text suggesting this is not the cause of the unusual
pattern of results with this image. Instead it seems
more likely that the strength of the difference signal in
the different compression case (i.e., most of the artifacts
do not match) is responsible for the high artifact visibil-
ity for this image. We noted that monocular artifacts
are introduced along the edge of the image when
shifted, this may underlie the increased detection rate
in the disparity case.

6.4 | Implications for stereoscopic
displays

Our results suggest that in general, barely detectable
compression artifacts should be less problematic in
stereoscopic 3D displays compared to non-stereoscopic
displays at similar compression levels. This increased
tolerance to compression noise results from two factors
that should limit the visibility of distortions in stereo-
scopic displays. First, we have shown an increased
tolerance for binocularly unmatched, near-threshold
artifacts in the two half images compared to common or
matched artifacts. Previous work22,23 found similar binoc-
ular suppression of suprathreshold distortions. As a
result, if all artifacts were common in the two half images
of an S3D display we would expect similar performance
for this display compared to equivalent 2D compressed
images (viewed bi-ocularly). If the left and right images
were independently compressed and some of the artifacts
became unmatched in the two eyes then we would expect
less sensitivity to image compression in the S3D case.
Thus, on this basis we predict that in general S3D
displays are at least as immune, and likely more immune,
to distortion than 2D displays. The second factor is that
when a flat image is presented on a disparity pedestal
sensitivity to distortion decreases compared to viewing
the same image on the screen plane. As a true S3D image
has a variation of disparity within the image, we expect
at least parts of the image to be disparate with respect to
the screen and this should further increase tolerance to
distortion in the S3D compared to 2D case. Indeed, in a
recent conference paper we have provided data that

confirm that in most cases S3D imagery is less sensitive
to compression distortions than the equivalent 2D
imagery.37

Our results also have implications for different
modes of stereoscopic presentation and types of binocu-
lar content. For example, we deliberately used dichoptic
presentations of planar images that were nearly identi-
cal for reasons of experimental control and manipula-
tion. These are not typical S3D content, but such
dichoptic images correspond to important niche use
cases of stereoscopic displays. An infinitely distant scene
in a computer graphics display (for instance a skybox)
will produce identical images on the two retina (and
hence on the two displays), imagery on flat frontal
surfaces in 3D worlds (for example virtual white boards)
produces nearly identical images, and 2D media are
often presented on stereoscopic displays (including VR
headsets). Our stimuli are directly comparable to these
situations and predict increased tolerance to distortions
that are binocularly unmatched and when the content
is presented at a disparity relative the screen plane. In a
VR headset there is no screen plane but the content is
typically designed around an optimal working distance.
As discussed in Section 6.1, further work is needed to
determine whether the critical factor underlying the
disparity pedestal effect seen here is the stereoscopic
distance from the plane of best focus or some other
parameter.

The difference in working distance of the display
between a S3D screen and an HMD is one example of
the influence of presentation mode. Another important
factor is the independence of the left and right channels.
A variety of formats for stereoscopic images and video
exist including independent channels and displays (as in
many HMDs or two-channel stereoscopes) and combined
channels that present the image on the same physical
display or in the same image stream. The left and right
images can be combined in a channel in different ways:
separated temporally on alternate frames; separated
spatially on different parts of a combined image such as
top versus bottom, left versus right, or odd versus even
lines; or separated by color channel as in anaglyph dis-
plays. When such combined displays are compressed,
artifacts are likely to differ in the left and right images
even if the images are identical due to spatial and
temporal dependencies in typical compression codecs.
However, with completely independent channels that
are processed identically the resulting left and right
images should also be identical in cases where the source
images are identical (as in the current study). In this
instance, artifacts will also be identical in the two eyes
images and likely more visible than if they were
uncorrelated. Under these circumstances it might be
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advisable to adjust the codec to decorrelate the artifacts
in the two images. However, in practice most S3D con-
tent will consist of different left and right images due to
binocular disparity and this will produce differences in
the coding errors. Whether attempts to further
decorrelate the images would improve performance is an
open question. However, we did find one case where
unmatched errors were more detectable than matched
errors. In this instance there were particularly large
interocular differences in distortions (Figure 10) which
suggests that there might be limits to the ability to hide
compression errors by binocular decorrelation.

7 | CONCLUSION

The main objectives of this study were to determine the
effects of stereoscopic depth and the similarity of artifacts
in the half images on artifact visibility. We found that for
two specific images there was a significant interaction
between the depth (disparity vs. no disparity) and
compression (same or different) on the visibility of
compression artifacts. The overall effect of depth on the
perception of compression artifacts was significant and,
for all the significant cases except Clipboard, compression
artifacts were less visible for images with disparity than
no disparity (i.e., stereo vision was silencing the artifact
perception for these images). In the significant cases for
matched compression versus unmatched compression,
artifacts were significantly less perceptible in images with
different compression compared to images with same
compression. The exception again was Clipboard where
the codec performed significantly better for same com-
pression than for different compression, which was likely
due to the high degree of compression artifact mismatch
in this image. In general, our results suggest that
barely detectable compression artifacts should be less
problematic in stereoscopic 3D displays compared to
non-stereoscopic displays at similar compression levels.
Currently, the most ubiquitous use case for S3D content
is VR and AR. The testing protocol presented here paves
the way for development of effective AR/VR image
quality test procedures which are essential to both codec
development and to understanding the impact of
compression on the AR/VR user experience.
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ENDNOTES

* We also used a small disparity range to minimize vergence-
accommodation conflicts.31

† We deliberately chose this form of dichoptic imagery to isolate
the effects of disparity relative to the screen and the difference in
coding errors in the two images from the potential confounding
effect of stereoscopic depth within the images (which would
covary with our main variables).
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